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1) Track called "Russia" and its duration 3 minutes 31 seconds. Available in "WAV" format.
2) Track called "President" and its duration 4 minutes 43 seconds. Available in "WAV" format
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Bought this on a lark, mostly because of the art style (which is beautiful and unique). It's a bit short (nothing wrong with that per
se) and I would've loved for it to be longer, hell I'd take a sequel just to figure out what your character is or even just more
about this world and the sects of magic. The two love interests are completely different from each other and you have the option
to censor or just say no entirely to the *ahem* scenes (nothing is overly graphic regardless). The music adds to the whimsical
feel the art has and the fact that the VN has animations just makes it far more interesting than just having changing facial
expressions.

There are a few typos in the English version, but nothing that makes it terrible to read. I rather liked the writing style. There is
one section I hope they patch eventually as it could cause problems with certain people (the dialogue box flashes\/stutters
through a section of dialogue during the ritual and the game doesn't even register the super speedy lines in the history) and
sometimes it doesn't recognize mouse clicks or the cursor changes to a regular cursor though that is truly minor.

I'd say give this little darling otome game a whirl if only for the chance to punch a Necromancer :D. I found this to be a rather
interesting deconstruction of the Zelda series with many thought provoking elements. Haunting and beautiful. Stylish graphics
and wonderful musical elements. I feel it's definitely worth the $8 for hardcore Zelda fans like myself.. A nice RPG game that
you want to play again and again. From other games of this genre, it differs graphics and animation. The number of fights is
huge - and it's not just fights, they have a lot of bright effects, and the characters react to some action. If you need a cheap game
in which you will be interested in playing - take it without hesitation.. Another good game, just like its prequel. I didn't care for
the unwinnable situations you can get yourself in, however.. This game sucks It would not work with my logitech 3d extrem joy
stick or my usb game pad. he only way I could get it to play was using the keyboard and then it would not let me change the key
settings.
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I can't find a way to run a setup script. Am I missing something? Most of the good free mods have a script that would do a basic
setup for you.. 1\/10
Seriously low production here. Very poor unresponsive game not worth the money at any price.. I think this game has the
potential to be really awesome but in its current state, it feels like its missing "nuts and bolts". Its fun going out and doing the
"hunts" and getting random stuff but the "stuff" you obtain is ultra simplistic. We are essentially grinding to get hunger\/health
and some bombs.

I will give it a thumbs up because I have faith they will tweak the game over time.

Two biggest things that need tweaking:

1.) The maps need more "meat and potatoes"... Maybe random humonoid patrols or random events... Something to make the
world a little bit more alive. It feels like a walk\/run simulator just like every other survival game I have played. It is as if the
word "survival" in a game means you need very long travel times.

2.) Itemization... The character can equip 4 items... Primary\/secondary weapon.... A shield... and a "potion" which is like a
trinket that grants one benefit such as resistance or more health.... This is way to basic. More slots and more variety for both
"trinkets" and weapons is needed.

Overall, the game concept is there but the implementation of how and why is super simplistic.

7\/10 Rating in its current state with massive potential to be a lot better with some patches.. A short, casual little game. Short but
entertaining. Suprisingly more difficult than i had expected! Has potential to be a much bigger game.. Certainly an interesting
experience, although it feels too short in comparison to the plot it's trying to tell.

The art is quite unique and the music is fitting, the protagonist is nicely designed and the dialogue options are amusing.
Although it seems like there's one dialogue option at the start when you first talk to the escape artist; that seems to stick and not
advance properly unless you just click on all three dialogue options.

The story is pretty generic but is still genuine in its intentions, the writing is strong but is not brought to its full potential due to
how short the game is. The whole story is very abrupt and feels like an abridged version of a relatively typical animated movie.
The plot just doesn't fit well into this small a time frame. The entire sequence about logic and fallacy doesn't make much sense
considering it doesn't truly have anything to do with the story, it seems to be artificially injected in for the sake of trying to
teach the player some kind of lesson.

Overall while it was a nice little experience, it definitely is rough around the edges in the way it tells a generic magician story in
a half hour; with this strange inclusion of a lesson on critical thinking. Would of much rather paid for a larger scale story that
has been fully fleshed out and fits into itself, then this very confined and uncertain short story. Still interesting though to be sure,
just this same concept would have been much more interesting and more natural in a larger format.. Elphaba makes excellent
and enjoyable scenarios and I'm glad to see that I can pay the author back for at least some of his great work. I encourage you to
see his other accomplishments in the Workshop.
. I received this edition of the game for free with my purchase of the Assassin's Creed Odyssey Season Pass. (TL,DR at the
bottom)

The textures of both games have been upped in resolution, and the character models...well, they look shiny. Whether that was
intentional of not, I couldn't say for sure.

I didn't have much gameplay trouble in the main game beyond seeing something I think would be climbable (coming off Origins
and Odyssey) and not being able to climb it, and the occasional failing of a mission due to something I couldn't control (though
that may be user error).
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Liberation is always finding one way or another to crash on me. Be it trying to enter\/exit the Map, use the Steam overlay's web
browser for collectible maps, or just for no reason at all. Considering this is the packed-in Remastered Edition of a PC Port of a
Playstation Vita game, that actually makes a bit of sense. A relaunch after a crash will help, but I'm sad that it crashes at all.

TL,DR: I would not recommend playing this edition of ACIII and its expansions UNLESS you obtain it the same way I did. It
was a blast to revisit this piece of Assassin's Creed's history, but I cannot recommend it for a first-time player.. I've bought all 3
iterations... Summary:
Crap. The physics model is one of THE worst I've ever seen. Who made the concious decision to make the AI almost impossible
to move all the while making your car get loose by simply being tapped? He should be fired. NASCAR needs to actually care
about the games imitating their product on the track.

Next year:
- Make a more realistic driving model, similar to how Codemasters does it. I don't need super realism, but I do need a game to
actually make sense.
- Paint booth... Stop ripping off customers with your DLC. The cosmetics of this game is the last thing I'm going to pay for
when the graphics aren't even AAA.
- Career mode is better but please allow the ability to skip a race. It's either you compete in all races or none (not okay).

Game has improved in a lot of ways, but it fails in so many others.. Well, that\u2019s a big disappointment. Don\u2019t get me
wrong, it\u2019s an alright game in general but let\u2019s be real. If we compare Signed and Sealed With a Kiss with, for
example, another recognizable game in this genre (raising sim) \u2013 Princess Maker \u2013 then Signed and Sealed
is a bad choice. Yeah, yeah, I know, it\u2019s not fair to compare these two because Signed and Sealed is an indie
project and Princess Maker was developed by Gainax. However, I\u2019m not talking about budget difference \u2013
more about experience and game design choices.

Pros:
+ Interesting premise with a \u201cliving doll\u201d boyfriend whose personality may change according to your
choices.
+ Some interaction scenes between MC and a boyfriend are cute.
+ \/ - Maybe some people will like the art style, for me it\u2019s nothing special.

Aaaand\u2026 that\u2019s it. Now let\u2019s move forward to the real problems of this game.

Cons:
- Writing. I realized that a scriptwriter tried to be funny but there\u2019re so, soooo many cringy millennial-related
jokes that at first, ok, it was interesting and cute but then they just couldn\u2019t stop, and it became really annoying.
It\u2019s a raising sim game, not a comedy stand up. Yeah, humor can add a new layer to a story but when
you\u2019re abusing it too much, even characters become super cringy. So, yeah, too much usage of jokes is the first
factor that killed all enjoyment. I tried to bear with it but non-stop cringy and snobby MC\u2019s comments ruined my
faith in the game.

- Ok, I somehow can tolerate even the most cringiest jokes and over-annoying MC if the story has good points. Sadly,
the game tries to be interesting at the beginning but soon it falls into \u201cWe have an intriguing premise but
let\u2019s not delve too deep into it, time to do some random slice-of-life\u201d. Ok, let\u2019s have some slice-of-life
but no, even here it\u2019s just too random. Why? Well\u2026

1. Story loses its consistence. We have bunch of episodes of their daily live. Some scenes are related, some not. It would
be ok if the game doesn\u2019t try to focus on MC\u2019s personality, past and thoughts too much. If she would be
more plain and a player would be able to insert themselves into her, then yeah, it would be no problem (like in Princess
Maker). But when they decided to give MC more or less stable personality but forgot to stabilize the story structure, the
whole point of raising sim aspect kinda crumbled. So, the game tries to be both a raising sim and a romantic visual
novel with stats but fails to be any of it because of the strange story structure. Instead of having a boyfriend and his
raising as a core of the story, we have MC and her problems.

2. Your boyfriend is \u201cbroken\u201d most of the time. No, seriously. At the beginning of the game he\u2019s
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supposed to be personality neutral but instantly are acting like a mix of a horny teen and I-love-dogs Connor from
Detroit Become Human. Ok, fine. I can accept this as a part of the story\u2026 BUT! Then it becomes worse. Only 1-2
choices are making drastic changes to his personality, and he suddenly becomes too sweet or too spiky. After that you
have a small event when the boyfriend changes his clothes, and \u2013 BOOM! \u2013 he either a bad boy, a prince
boy, a horny boy or some other cases of \u201cI\u2019m sorry, may I ship this android Black Mirror\u2019s-like
nightmare back and have a refund?\u201d
So, there\u2019s no normal development of the boyfriend personality. It\u2019s just few random choices and \u2013
poof! \u2013 here you go.

3. Too many sudden and lazily written bad endings. Which stems from the next problem.

4. Game doesn\u2019t try to hide stats bad choices made by player. At all. I know that it\u2019s not easy to design a
game the story of which is centered entirely around how you raise character\u2019s certain stats but you can always
hide it behind the thing called illusion of choice. If it\u2019s done right, you\u2019ll have a pretty long and memorable
game session without going into a sudden and abrupt bad ending and still feeling good even if you lose. Like in
Princess Maker \u2013 you may have a looong and interesting game session but your daughter may still end up as a
waitress in a bar or a housewife when you aimed for making her a queen. Yeah, kinda bad ending but you still had a
good full game session.

- Interface design is\u2026 something. It\u2019s not bad and pretty intuitive, however colour scheme and font choice
are pretty eeeeh. However, it\u2019s mostly IMO.

- Voice acting. Basically the game has few lines which are placed weirdly between sentences and are usually hardly even
match a scene. Plus they\u2019re making the boyfriend sound flirty or too manly which sometimes ruin the immersion
when you have, for example, a base personality which is supposed to be quite shy.

So, my verdict is that I personally don\u2019t like the game but don\u2019t discourage you to try it out if a light raising
sim with quirky relationships and too many jokes is your cup of tea.
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